BSI – Java developers

My name is Igor Gastaldello and my company (BSI) is looking to expand the development team and is looking for people to fill up 2 kind of positions one focused on helping developing a java server back end and one for a rest Java-Script front end in angularJS.

We are looking for junior developers but willing to considerate a more senior candidate if she/he is good. We are very flexible and usually work remotely (but we do meet at the office once a week) so we require the candidates to be very organized and able to manage their own time.

For right now, we are looking and can offer a collaboration on 'project basis' with possible career progression.

If you want you can also reach me via text or phone at 323-893-6020 and if you prefer we could even arrange a meeting in person next week..

We need at least 2 people and those are their ideal profiles:

1) Java developer

Key requirements:
- Proficient in Java
- good technical understanding of the whole web development stack
- rest api
- XML, JSON, regexp- can-do attitude and an ability to troubleshoot technical problems

PLUS:
- knowledge of application and test frameworks
- Linux housekeeping skills
- experience with Subversion and maven
- Java deployments, releases and packaging
- SpringMVC
- Hibernate
- JMS (activeMQ IBM MQ)
- Elastic search / Lucene
- managing of oracle and/or postgres db
- servlets / HTTP restlets tecnology / SOAP clients.
- Setup and administration of apache tomcat
- knowledge of distributed and redundant server environment layouts
- understanding of OWASP security principles

2) JavaScript developer

Key requirements:
- Proficient in JavaScript and AngularJS
- HTML5 and CSS3
- proven ability to manage a large quantity of code
- good technical understanding of the whole web development stack
- http protocol, REST api, asynchronous request handling.
- thorough understanding of XML, JSON
- can-do attitude and an ability to troubleshoot technical problems

PLUS:
- knowledge of application and test frameworks
- skill on web design and user flow
- experience with Subversion or other source control systems
- Linux housekeeping skills
- Setup and administration of apache HTTP sever
- Setup and administration of apache tomcat
- Basic knowledge of java and servlet

Best regards,
Igor Gastaldello